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Abstract
Background: The aim of the current study was to establish the functional outcome of Gartland grade III extension-type supracondylar
fractures at 24 weeks after closed reduction and percutaneous pinning (CRPP) without physiotherapy. The objectives of this study
were 1) to measure the elbow range of motion (ROM) at three, six, 12 and 24 weeks after CRPP for grade III supracondylar fractures;
2) to assess the functional outcome of the injured limb using the Paediatric Outcome Data Collection Instrument (PODCI) score; 3) to
compare elbow functional outcome of children less than 7 years old versus children more than 7 years old; and 4) to assess other risk
factors or complications associated with poor outcomes after CRPP (including age and associated soft tissue injury).
Patients and methods: A prospective cohort study was performed. The study included 38 children under the age of 14 years with
grade III extension-type supracondylar fractures who had manipulation under anaesthesia (MUA) and crossed K-wire fixation. ROM
of the affected elbow (flexion, extension, pronation and supination) was measured at three, six, 12 and 24 weeks after CRPP by the
same author (AR) at each visit. The unaffected elbow was used as a control. The PODCI was also recorded. No physiotherapy was
prescribed.
Results: Thirty-eight children were included in the study. All components of elbow ROM improved at 24 weeks (p<0.001). At 12 but
not 24 weeks, the mean elbow extension was reduced in comparison with the controls (p=0.009). Patients less than 7 years of age
recovered extension more rapidly (p=0.001). Seventy-six per cent of the children achieved satisfactory PODCI results at the 24-week
final follow-up. Nerve palsy (18.4%) and severe soft tissue injuries (7.9%) were the main contributory factors to a poor outcome on the
PODCI assessment.
Conclusion: The majority of children with displaced supracondylar fractures recover full ROM after CRPP by 24 weeks without
physiotherapy. Older children, or those with associated neurovascular and soft tissue injuries had poor functional outcomes. Further
studies are needed to assess if these patients will benefit from physiotherapy.
Level of evidence: Level 4
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Introduction
Closed reduction and percutaneous pinning (CRPP) of Gartland
grade III supracondylar fractures in children has become the gold
standard of care in the last 50 years in the global orthopaedic
literature.1-4 This is known as the modern concept of skeletal
stabilisation and soft tissue management in paediatric orthopaedic
surgery. Authors have cautioned against the open operative
management of these fractures, and this has resulted in improved
functional outcomes.4 Many authors have also cautioned against
physiotherapy in the management of uncomplicated children’s
fractures.4 Even though there may be a delay in recovery of elbow
range of motion (ROM), outcomes at one year have been shown to
be equivalent (with or without physiotherapy) for Gartland grade III
supracondylar fractures.5 There is paucity in the literature about the
functional outcome after Gartland grade III supracondylar humerus
fractures. Pressure from parents and patients for early intervention
and early rehabilitation for rapid and complete return to activity are
an ever-increasing demand in today’s modern lifestyle. More recent
evidence for physiotherapy after CRPP for supracondylar fractures
in children found no difference one year post treatment.6 Keppler
et al. showed a small benefit of physiotherapy at six weeks and no
benefit at one year but Schmale et al. showed no benefit at all.5,6
The outcome of grade III supracondylar fractures in South
Africa has not been studied prospectively before. The aim of the
current study was to establish the functional outcome of Gartland
grade III extension-type supracondylar fractures at 24 weeks after
CRPP without physiotherapy. The objectives of this study were
1) to measure the elbow ROM at three, six, 12 and 24 weeks
after CRPP for grade III supracondylar fractures; 2) to assess
the functional outcome of the injured limb using the Paediatric
Outcome Data Collection Instrument (PODCI) score; 3) to compare
elbow functional outcome of children less than 7 years old versus
children more than 7 years old; and 4) to assess other risk factors
or complications associated with poor outcomes after CRPP.

supination) by the first author (AR) for the control; and baseline
data on the affected elbow was also recorded. The ROM on the
affected side was then further recorded at six, 12 and 24 weeks.
The PODCI is a questionnaire developed by the Paediatric
Orthopaedic Society of North America (POSNA) to measure
functional outcomes after an orthopaedic intervention in children.
It was validated and used in a wide array of musculoskeletal
conditions including congenital, metabolic and traumatic. The
versatility of the PODCI in using certain applicable parts makes
it easier to use and more appropriate than just relying on physical
findings. The use of PODCI after paediatric orthopaedic trauma is
a good tool in assessing the function of these children. The current
study used two of its five major components relevant to the upper
limb: upper limb physical function (assesses basic activities of
daily living such as combing hair, buttoning a shirt, eating with a
spoon and carrying heavy books); and a general happiness score
about the outcome of the intervention. The PODCI questionnaire
was used at the final follow-up to look, in particular, at the patient’s
upper extremity functional outcome scores as assessed by the
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Materials and methods
Inclusion criteria included children under the age of 14 years with a
unilateral extension-type grade III supracondylar fracture requiring
CRPP. Exclusion criteria included the presence of associated
fractures on the ipsilateral or contralateral upper limb, children
requiring open reduction, and children lost to follow-up.
All children were treated with the following protocol: analgesia
followed by a backslab in a comfortable position, usually at 90° of
flexion. The child was taken to theatre as soon as possible – ideally
the same night – for closed reduction and percutaneous cross
K wires. The lateral wire was inserted first with the elbow flexed
and then, to reduce the risk of ulnar nerve injury, the elbow was
extended and the medial K wire inserted (Figure 1).
Considering age as a risk factor for poor return of elbow
extension, we compared two groups. The first group of children
were younger than 7 years and the second group of children were
aged 7 years or older.
No physiotherapy was prescribed as standard practice. Children
were encouraged to return to normal activities as soon as the
K wires were removed at three weeks, guided by the residual elbow
pain.
All associated soft tissue injuries and complications were
assessed and recorded at each visit. Control X-rays were taken at
six weeks after CRPP for every patient and at 24 weeks for those
who still had residual impaired ROM or any clinical suspicion of
malunion (Figure 1).
At three weeks, ROM measurements of the normal elbow
were done with a goniometer (flexion, extension, pronation and
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Figure 1. a) Demonstration of the extension type Gartland grade III
supracondylar fracture, b) CRPP with cross pinning, and c) outcome at 24
weeks after CRPP
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parent, and the parent’s happiness about their child’s outcome
after CRPP. This evaluation aimed at gaining an understanding of
clinical outcomes and perceptions from patients or parents about
the outcome. Scores for each of the answers were then calculated
in terms of a percentage to assess how many were able or not able
to perform basic activities of daily living as a result of the injury and
its management.
In the PODCI grading system for upper limb function, the parent/
caregiver reports as to whether their child could perform specific

activities easily with no assistance (easy); with some difficulty but
still able to perform them (little hard); and almost unable to perform
task or performs it incompletely (very hard).
Overall outcome for the PODCI was assessed by the parent/
caregiver as either satisfactory (very or somewhat) or dissatisfactory
(very or somewhat).
Raw data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet, and statistical
software (Stata) was used to analyse the data. Using the skewness
kurtosis test for the normality of data, some of the data was not
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Figure 2. A comparison of elbow ROM (degrees) at 6 and 24 weeks after CRPP versus control
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Table I: Summary comparing ROM at final follow-up with presence or absence of complications
Final follow-up

Median flexion (IQR)

Median extension (IQR)

Median pronation (IQR)

Median supination (IQR)

No complications (n=26)

145° (3°)

-8° (7°)

90° (2°)

94° (8°)

Complications (n=12)

143° (6°)

-6° (8°)

85° (4°)

98° (10°)

IQR: inter-quartile range

Table II: Summary of paediatric outcome data collection instrument for upper limb function of the children as assessed by the parent
Easy (n=25, 66%)

Little hard (n=6, 16%)

No complications

Very hard (n=7, 18%)

4 ulnar nerve palsies

2 open fractures

2 over 7 years of age

2 ulnar nerve palsies
1 radial nerve palsy
2 over 10 years of age

Parents reported whether their child could perform specific activities easily with no assistance (easy), with some difficulty but still able to perform them (a little hard) and
almost unable to perform task or performs it incompletely (very hard).

Table III: Summary of paediatric outcome data collection instrument for parental satisfaction of their child’s outcome
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

25 (66%)

4 (11%)

3 (8%)

3 (8%)

3 (8%)

normally distributed and as a result, non-parametric data analysis
was used. Epidemiological data such as age, sex, affected
upper extremity and PODCI were reported descriptively. ROM
measurements on the affected limb were compared with control
measurements at six and 24 weeks. Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney
U tests were used for the data that was skewed and compared with
two age groups – those older than or equal to 7 years and those
under 7 years of age. Results were represented in ordinal tables as
well as box plots and whisker tables and interpreted to assess the
hypothesis. Quantitative data of soft tissue injuries such as nerve
and vascular injuries, compartment syndrome, pin-tract sepsis and
PODCI scores were also reported descriptively.
Signed informed consent was completed by all parents and
signed informed assent was obtained from all children who could
understand the request. Ethics approval was obtained from the
University Human Research Ethics Committee.

Results
This study was a prospective cohort study and included 53 children.
Fifteen children were lost to follow-up, leaving 38 children eligible
for inclusion in the study. Thirty out of the 38 children completed
all four follow-up visits. Six missed one and two missed two followup visits. The mean age at presentation was 7.5 years (SD 2.5).
Twenty-five (66%) patients were male and 29 (76%) patients injured
the left side.

Range of movement
Twenty-nine (76%) of the children gained 90% of normal elbow
ROM at 24 weeks. A significant improvement in the elbow ROM
was noted between six and 24 weeks with a p-value of <0.001 using
Wilcoxon paired tests (Figures 2a–d).
Elbow extension improved less compared to the other ranges
in the elbow and forearm movement during the first 12 weeks.
In addition, a statistically significant difference in loss of elbow
extension was present in children 7 years of age or older. This
was noted at six and 12 weeks with p-values of 0.001 and 0.009
respectively using the Mann-Whitney U test. At 24 weeks this
difference was still observed although not statistically significant.
There was no statistical difference in the ROM at the final followup whether the patients had a complication or not (Table I).

Outcomes
The PODCI assessed the function of the child as reported by
the parent/caregiver at final follow-up as well as the overall
parent satisfaction regarding the child’s outcome. Regarding
the PODCI score of the upper limb physical function at final
follow-up, 25 (66%) of the children easily performed basic
functional activities; six (16%) found it a little hard and seven
(18%) found it very hard and could not perform them at all. In the
six patients who found it a little hard, four of them had sustained
an iatrogenic ulnar nerve injury and two others were older than
7 years of age. The seven children who found it very hard to
perform basic activities of daily living included two open injuries,
two ulnar nerve injuries, one radial nerve injury (sustained at the
time of the fracture), and two were older than 10 years of age
(Table II). Twenty-nine (76%) in the cohort attained 90% of the
normal elbow ROM at 24 weeks, but only 25 (66%) of the children
could easily perform basic upper limb physical functional activities
with parents being very satisfied about the outcome (Table III).
In terms of PODCI scores that assessed happiness of the
parent/caregiver about the outcome condition, 29 parents (77%)
were either very or somewhat satisfied about the outcome of their
child’s condition. Six (16%) of the parents were somewhat or very
dissatisfied about the outcome of their child’s condition at final
follow-up (Table III). All six of the children whose parents were
either somewhat or very dissatisfied had a reason for this – it was
noted that two of these children had sustained open supracondylar
fractures: one developed compartment syndrome, two missed two
follow-up visits and one was 13 years old. Four out of seven cases
with neuropraxia had residual elbow dysfunction at 24 weeks and
their parents were dissatisfied.

Associated injuries/complications
All children with associated injuries (n=12) were included in the
final outcome at 24 weeks but showed no statistical difference
in the median ROM when compared with children who had no
complications (n=26) (Table I). There were two cases with open
supracondylar fractures in the study and both resulted in elbow
fixed flexion deformities of more than 30° at the 24-week final
follow-up.
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Associated soft tissue injuries included seven neuropraxias
(18%) (six ulnar and one radial nerve). Four of the six ulnar nerve
injuries were iatrogenic and two were associated with the fracture
pre-operatively. The seven children with nerve injuries had a mean
age of 10 years. All but one of these nerve injuries progressively
improved and fully recovered by the twelfth week.
The child who developed compartment syndrome had a very
slow and incomplete recovery of the radial nerve at the 24-week
final follow-up. Fasciotomy was done urgently after the CRPP but
resulted in a stiff elbow due to Volkmann’s ischaemic contracture
with an FFD of 38° by the 24-week follow-up. Ulnar and radial nerve
function was still affected by the end of the 24-week follow-up with
nerve conductive studies indicating the injury to be a neuropraxia.

Discussion
The current cohort (38 children) of grade III supracondylar fractures
was larger than other prospective studies noted in the literature.5-8
In the current study the male:female ratio was 1.5:1, half the 3:1
global figure given for these fractures. The current population has
marginalised gender disparities in terms of activities performed
by both sexes which differs from other studies on supracondylar
fractures.4,7-14 In the current study, 29 (76%) had left-sided
supracondylar fractures, in keeping with global literature in which
the left side was predominantly affected.4-10,13-15
Spencer et al. showed that there is rapid improvement in elbow
ROM in the first four weeks after removal of the cast followed by a
slower increase in ROM for up to one year. In their study, recovery
of ROM was slower in children older than five years and in those
with severe injury patterns. They confirmed that recovery of full
extension was slower in fractures with severe associated injuries
around the elbow.7 This concurs with the current study results
in which older children (over the age of 7 years) and those with
associated injuries took longer to regain full ROM but at the 24-week
final follow-up had similar ROM to those without complications.
Spencer et al.’s cohort achieved 95% of the normal elbow ROM by
24 weeks. Comparable results were noted by Zionts et al. where
94% gained normal elbow ROM at 26 weeks and 98% at 52 weeks
after CRPP.13
The PODCI has been used to measure outcome in children after
many orthopaedic interventions.16 Wang et al. also used PODCI to
assess the functional outcome of Gartland grade III supracondylar
fractures with early neurovascular compromise in children and
showed it to have a high sensitivity and specificity compared with
other outcome measures.11 These papers highlight that anatomical
function (including anatomical reduction, alignment and full
functional arc) does not always equate with good clinical outcome
(such as pain scores and the ability to perform a task) – the 12
children (31%) in the current study who did not show satisfactory
PODCI results either sustained associated soft tissue injuries (nerve
injury, open fractures or compartment syndrome) or were older
than 7 years of age, despite near normal ROM at final follow-up
(Table II). The benefit of PODCI is that it can add further information
to the final assessment and outcome of these children by assessing
more than just the ROM and anatomical reduction (Tables II and
III). In the current study, the PODCI proved to be more sensitive
to musculoskeletal changes after CRPP than physical examination
alone. Lerman et al. observed that PODCI is an efficient instrument
in the assessment of function after an orthopaedic intervention.16
The current study supports the findings of Lerman et al. because
restoration of anatomy does not always equate to function. Up to a
third of patients with full ROM at the 24-week final follow-up could
not perform basic upper limb physical functional activities easily
and parents were not very satisfied about the outcome.
In the current study, we have shown that supracondylar
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fractures can be a source of physical disability in those children
with complications. Children who sustained nerve injuries, open
fractures, compartment syndrome, and those with age greater
than 7 years had reduced elbow ROM and PODCI results at the
24-week follow-up. Spencer et al. showed similarly that in patients
who were older than 5 years of age, the relative arc of motion was
decreased by 3–9% compared with patients younger than 5 years
of age.7 In the same study, it was noted that the more severe the
injury, the slower the elbow motion recovery. This correlated with
the findings of the current study where the children who sustained
open fractures, compartment syndrome or nerve injuries had
relatively poor elbow functional outcome at the 24-week follow-up.
Complications after supracondylar humerus fractures are
not uncommon. Acutely these include open soft tissue injuries,
neurovascular injuries and compartment syndrome. Some studies
have shown incidence of vascular injuries of up to 20%.4,8,11,14,17
Badkoobehi et al. noted that 20% of displaced supracondylar
fractures have an associated vascular injury (ranging from vessel
spasm to overt vessel damage).17 In the current study, only the
case with compartment syndrome had vascular compromise
due to spasm and kinking by the fracture fragment displacement
compounded by subsequent compartment syndrome – flow was
re-established after CRPP and fasciotomy.
In terms of nerve injuries associated with extension-type
supracondylar fractures, the most commonly injured nerve is the
radial nerve followed by the median nerve and ulnar nerve.3,4,14 In the
current study the most commonly injured nerve was the ulnar nerve
(excluding iatrogenic injuries) and then the radial nerve. The ulnar
nerve injury is one of the most common iatrogenic complications
recorded when using the crossed-pinning technique. Pre-operative
nerve injuries occur most commonly in older children.3,4,14 We
observed an overall incidence of 18.4% (seven children) of nerve
injuries and the mean age for these children was 10 years, which
confirmed the findings in the literature. Other studies in the literature
have reported results within the same range.3,4,11,14 The children
with associated nerve injuries all had reduced ROM (especially
extension) at final follow-up (p=0.009). In our study, there were six
ulnar (16%) and one radial nerve injuries. Four (10.5%) of the ulnar
nerve injuries were iatrogenic, which was higher than other studies
such as the one conducted by Prashant et al. (6.5%).3 Ongoing
training of junior staff is essential but not the focus of this study –
a safer alternative for junior staff may be two lateral K wires. The
majority of patients who sustained an associated nerve injury/
open fracture were in the older group (over 7 years) and had poor
outcomes compared with those without these associated injuries.
One case developed compartment syndrome after CRPP.
Fasciotomy was done urgently after CRPP with subsequent
Volkmann’s ischaemic contracture, ulnar nerve neuropraxia and a
fixed flexion deformity of 38° at 24 weeks. Robertson et al. showed
that neurovascular injuries and older age were both risk factors
for developing compartment syndrome in children with grade III
supracondylar fractures, as in this case.18
Sinikumpu et al. performed a population-based long-term followup study of 81 children with Gartland I–III fractures; of these, 25
were Gartland III fractures and they found that only 76% of these
had a satisfactory outcome after closed or open reduction and
percutaneous pinning according to Flynn’s criteria.19 The current
study was looking only at Gartland III fractures (38 cases) and also
found that although most patients at 24 weeks had return of full
ROM, they had reduced scores using the PODCI in over 30% of
cases. This and the current study highlight that these fractures
often have mild symptoms and deformity at final follow-up, despite
accurate reduction and fixation. Both studies found that results
were worse in older patients – Sinikumpu et al. in children older
than 10 years of age and the current study in children older than
7 years of age.19
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Tumomilehto et al. reviewed 264 children with Gartland III
fractures and found that despite unsatisfactory pin fixation in a third
of cases, significant malunion was rare at long-term follow-up.20
Controversies exist on the effectiveness of physiotherapy in
supracondylar fractures after CRPP. Sub-optimal limb function after
an orthopaedic intervention due to poor or delayed rehabilitation
may raise medico-legal issues. Keppler et al.6 randomised two
groups of children with supracondylar fractures (Gartland grades II
and III) for physiotherapy (21 children) and the other group without
physiotherapy, looking at the effectiveness of physiotherapy in these
children after open reduction and internal fixation. At 12 weeks
they noticed a better return of elbow ROM in the physiotherapy
group but at one year the groups were the same. Unlike the current
study, none of these children had neurological injuries and they
all had an open reduction which may have predisposed them to
higher rates of elbow stiffness. If the neurological injuries were
to be excluded from the current series, the results would be very
similar. In contrast, Schmale et al.5 demonstrated that there was no
benefit of physiotherapy to children (n=61) with Gartland grades
I, II and III supracondylar fractures, managed by either casting or
CRPP. The inclusion of grades I–III could have skewed the benefits
of physiotherapy to a small subpopulation of this cohort with
displaced supracondylar fractures. Larger multi-centre randomised
controlled trials (RCTs) on the role of physiotherapy in displaced
supracondylar fractures are needed.
To our knowledge, this is the first prospective study in South
Africa focusing on the functional outcome of extension-type
Gartland grade III supracondylar humerus fractures assessing both
elbow ROM and PODCI after CRPP.
Although this study was prospective, there was a short period
of data collection (24 weeks) and limited sample size. There was
a large loss of patients (n=15, 26%) to follow-up due to loss or
change of contact details, and the PODCI questionnaire was limited
to only two items that were relevant to the study of the upper limb.
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